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Nano-materials have undergone tremendous advancement in recent years, specifically in the field of power engineering,
communication system and biotechnology. In this Special Issue, we shall select the latest research related to nano-materials in
Engineering Application. Articles can be submitted directly to the Special Issue through the journal’s submission system and also
from the papers presented at the Michael Faraday IET International Summit – 2020, Kolkata to be held on October 3-4, 2020.
Submissions for this Special Issue are available in two methods:
1. Submit to the Michael Faraday IET International Summit – 2020, Kolkata
From the papers presented in Michael Faraday IET International Summit – 2020, Kolkata, a primary selection will be made, and authors
of those selected papers will be invited to submit their extended papers to IET Nanodielectrics. They will then undergo post conference
peer review. For more information about the conference and to submit to the Special Issue via the conference submission link, please
visit: www.mfiis.com
2. Submit to IET Nanodielectrics directly
Authors can also submit papers that are within the Special Issue’s aims and scope directly to the journal’s submission system. To submit
your paper directly and for more information about the journal please visit: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/theiet-nde

Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
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Synthesis
Sensors and detectors
Energy harvesting
Engineering Application
Carbon nanotube
Semiconductor nanowires
Nanomagnetic materials

–
–
–
–
–
–

Materials in electronics and photonics
Ceramic/polymer Nano-materials composites
Sustainable Nano-materials
Nano-biotechnology
2D materials
Nano plasmonic structures

From January 2021, The IET will be publishing this journal in partnership with Wiley. The open access Article
Processing Charge (APC) for articles accepted for this Special Issue are waived. For further information on
APCs, and support for APCs including Wiley’s institutional agreements and Research4Life initiative which offers
waivers and automatic discounts for certain countries, please see our FAQs. To submit your paper and for more
information about the journal please visit our website and read our Author Guide.
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